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'Bottom of the barrel'

Law ads fuel profession debate
By Scott Harr
"I should say that one of the
good things about the law is that
it does nat pursue money ilireetly. When you sell goods the price
which you get and your own interests are what you think about
in the affair. When you try a
case you think about the ways to
win it and the interests of your
client. .. "'
- Justice Oliver Wendell
Holmes
While legal advertising may
not yet be as commonplace as
the Madison Avenue campaigns
for many other products and
services, the concept is gaining
broader support and acceptance.
Attempts to advertise in all
forms have now alerted the
public that some lawyers and
law firms do advertise.
In 1980, the ABA banned all
forms of legal advertising in an
at tempt to avoid misleading the
public, and to prevent the pubtic
from mistrusting the profession.
That prohibition stood firm until
1977 when the United States
Supreme Court decided the case
of Bates v. State Bar of Arizona.
The Supreme Court held that the
First and Fourteenth Amendments protected the rights of attorneys to disseminate information, as well as recognizing the
rights of the public to receive it.
The·controversy, however, is far
from over.
In the Bates opinion, Justice
'Blackmun stated that the
argued connection between
advertising and the erosion of
true professionalism was severely strained, and th_at the ban on
advertising appeared to have
" originated ru\" a rule of etiquette
and not as a rule of ethics."
Recently, Chief Justice Warren Burger championed a more
hostile stance when he addressed a 1984 meeti:Qg of the ABA.
He chastised attorneys who use
"the same modes of advertising
as other commodities, from
mustard, cosmetics and laxatives, to used cars." He said
advertising has contributed to
the "bottom of the barrel" impression that the public has of
the legal profession.
Various reasons are emerging
to support lawyer advertising.
The tremendous number of law
school graduates is forcing the
profession to reevaluate the
traditional means by which legal
services have been previously
delivered. Some view advertis-

ing as a matter of survival. A
January 1984 article in
"Forbes" predicts that as a
result of the unprecedented competition for business, the lawyer
that does not become a good
business person, effectively selling the product, will not succeed. Others see advertising as
a means by which the profession
will be forced to keep fees competitive while providing consumers with enough information
to enable them to make informed decisions regarding their
legal needs.
Attorney Joel Hyatt (founder
and Senior Partner of Hyatt
Legal Services) has taken advantage of advertising to reach
a large group of what he con- ..
tends were previously ignored
clien tel!;l. Hy att said bis strategy
was to "develop a mechanism
wh.e reby the large segment of
our population who never had
access to legal services would
be able to obtain such access."
Hyatt Legal Services relies on
the large volume generated by
advertising to keep fees low,
making it possible to offer legal
services to the group that Hyatt
defines as " not poor enough to
qualify for free governmentfunded legal aid and not wealthy
enough to afford the traditional
law firms which have always.
served the affluent." The firm
primarily uses television as its
primary advertising tool; a
I apidly expanding practice tha t,
by the: end of 1984, expects to
.have l60 offices with more than
400 attorneys in 20 states. Hyatt
Legal Services has seven offices
in Minnesota.
Other Twin Cities firms are
taking advantage of advertising
as well. In 1980, Grose & Von
Holtum began sponsoring the
"Point of Law" series on WCCO
radio, which had been broadcast
since the 19508. Attorney John
Murrin of "Dial L-A-W-Y-ER-S" is pursuing an aggressive
campaign; he is the host of the
weekly KSTP radio "Ask The
Lawyer" call-in show (formerly
presented by Minneapolis attorney Ronald Meshbesher).
"Dial L-A-WLY-E-R-S" also
places ads on television and
MTC busses. According to a
January 1984 article in the Minneapolis Star & Tribune, Murrin
and Grose & Von Holtum have
exceeded $200,000 annual advertising budgets, and Murrin said
that the figure represents 5 to 10
a
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Jerry Ritter is a partner in a new, small firm that has an advertising budget
percent af his gross .revenue.
Not all firms .are using ac · e _
a!fvertising. Attflrney Fred Pritzker, of the Minneapolis firm of
Meshbesher, Singer and Spence,
Ltd., is the chairman of the
firm's advertising committee.
He said that the finll has been
slow to adopt an aggressive
campaign because, while a
number of their lawyers are enthused about the concept, others
are hesitant, voicing concerns
about the cost and the image
that many still feel accompany
legal advertising. Pritzker said
that because legal advertising is
so new, reliable market
research and analysis is not yet
available to assist in making the
decision. He said he admits a
concern that advertising could
create new pressures for increased competition among area
firms, each being forced to expend great.er and greater
amounts of monev in or aer to
retain the number of clients that
each firm may now be effectively serving. He compared this
possibility to the marketing of
cars - .massive ad campaigns
do not necessarily increase the
number of people buying cars,

they only increase the number
of people buying cars from that
particular dealership. Prizker
said he questions whether, in the
final analysis, the only wiµners
would be the ad agencies and
the media.
New firms seeking to establish
themselves face unique problems. Attorney Jerry Ritter
joined two of his law school
classmates to form the St. Paul
law firm of Ritter, Rolshouse
and Kaupa (all three partners.
graduated from William Mitchell). Ritter said that because
their.new firm just did not have
the funds required for massive
advertising, the three concentrated on finding a location that
would work to their benefit. In
addition to being in the mids.t of
a primarily residential
neighborhood not far from
downtown, their 461 University
Avenue address has an
estimated 45,000 people per day
-passing by the o@ neighborhooo
bar that they renovated. R itter
said their research also m akes
them hopeful that a light rapid
transit system will eventually
become operational in the area,
at which time it is expected that

'

the neighborhood will expand.
The firm plans to be ready to
expand with it.
Ritter said he believes that
name recognition can be acquired through a variety of
ways. The firm takes an active
part in the community; assisting
groups with legal pr-0hlems on a
pro bono basis, he said. They
also write law related articles
for the -neighborhood newspaper
for the benefit of its readers.
The firm presently works with
an annual advertising budget of
less thaii.$1,000, which. is spent
putting ads in both the
neighborhood paper and the
"TV/ MomPreview, ' which is
given away by area merchants.
,Ritter said he does not think
that a small advertising budget
is hindering the firm. While he
said he knows that aggressive
advertising could bring in more
clients, Ritter is concerned
about new law firms growing too
rapidly. All three partners have
agreed that their approach will
be to become firmly established
cont. on page 8

Referral service is place 'to start'
By Robert Docherty
The lawyer referral services
of the State Bar Association and
the Hennepin and Ramsey County Bar Association provide one
of the most important sei:vices a
person unfamiliar with the legal
system can have: information
on where to start. The services
keep lists of several hundred
lawyers and refer cases to them
on a rotating basis; based on
areas of law.
Each lawyer pays a yearly fee
of twenty-five dollars, whi~h en~
titles that lawyer to be on three
panels, or lists grouped by area
of law. for examole. a lawver

tax, probate and family law. A
lawyer may add additional
panels for a fee of five dollars
per panel.
Once a person has been referred to an attorney by the service; there is a fixed filteendollar fee for the first interview.
This fee is returned directly to
the service_to cover expenses.
Often tl:ie first interview is all a
client needs. Attorney Mike
lJjgelow has had 20 referrals
sin~ January.
" A lot of the people I see just
need to be referred to the right
people or the right agency,"
~--....

~

,.....,;r1

ff the referral goes past the
first interview, the lawyer and
client will negotiate a fee, based
on what the client is able to pay.
Attorney Candace Barr, whose
office has had fifteen referrals
since July, emphasized that this
is not a free legal service. People pay what they can, she said.
"Most of the people we see
can afford some fee, but
perhaps not the $20,000 that may
be needed for a medical
malpractice suit," Barr said.
Both Bigelow and Barr said
they consider work with the
referral services as a combina-

business. ff a person does need
more than the advice given at
the first interview, that person
will often ask the lawyer the service referred to take the case.
"That's where the public service becomes more business,"
Bigelow said.
The services stay busy. For
the fiscal year ending July 1,
Hennepin County's referral service handled 5496 cases; of
these, the biggest single area of
law was family law, with 1370
cases.
Lee Jensen of the Hennepin
referral service compiled the
stMisti<'s ::1nd s::ii.d there has

cases dealing with employment; ·
especially discrimination and
wrongful discharge. Because
employment law is a new
category, there are no statistics
for thelastfiscal yearhowever, fQr th~ current year,
there have been 246 employment
law referrals, Jensen said.
In Ramsey County, the referral service handles about 2500
cases a y-ea.r; again, .family law
and employment represent the
largest number of cases.
Ramsey County usually has
about .250 attorneys on lists;
assignments are based on area
of )aw ::,n~ l0c'.'tion.
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Editorial
Students needed
for new library
For several years we have criticized the
physical plant of the library. Lighting is
terrible, the noise distracting and the confusing location of materials is sometimes
mind-boggling.
Library Director Matt Downs has done a
good job in trying to make the best out of
an impossibly bad situation, but no matter
what is done to the present facility, studying in there is about as convenient as
quarter toilet$ when ymrre put Qf ~hange.
It appears the college and the Board of .
Trustees are,gerious about bUilding a new
library. Charles Green, who is a wellqualified, motivated development director,
is proceeding with a feasil,>ility study that
will determine what resources can be tapped to help fund a new library. It seems
that the Tnistees have decided to take action on what was previously just an
acknowledgement that we needed a new
library.
We support the efforts of the administration and the Board of Trustees to finance
the sorely-needed new library. We also ask
the students to pressure and help the college to keep the library issue a top priority
in the months to come_. A majpr.ity of the
students who do criticize the present facility merely do just that - criticize.
What is needed is steady pressure on the
trustees, active involvement in programs
like the Phonathon, and, most importantly
ideas that might make the entire process
easier and more efficient. We'll get a new
library. It's up to the students to help get
the. facility they want.
' ·· · · ·

Board's probe
of Peters
falls short
Recently, Michael Hoover, director of
~he Minnesota Lawyers Board-of Professional Resppnsibility, determined that
Geoffrey Peters, former William Mitchell
dean, woulc;l not be ·s ubjected to any
discipline by the board for his alleged involvement in the sexual harassment con~
troversy last year. Although we could not
reach Mr. Hoover for comment, we feel
that bis determination is inappropriate.
Since he b_ecame direGtor, Hoover has
made the board an efficient watchdog 'of
the profession. So efficient, in fact, he has
been accused of overzealousness by some
attorneys, although those complaints probably result fram the director doing an extrem~ly thorough job.
However, we think Hoover did not perform an adequate.investigation of Peters.
Hoover has stafed that he personally finds
sexual harassment deplorable but that the
~atipns made against Peters did not
state an adequate case that would subject
Peters to discipline under the Rules of
Professional Responsibility. We believe
Hoover's assessment was made in a summary fashion, did not adequately take into
account the women's complain~, and
generally showed a reluctance to get involveg. in the whole controversy.
It now appears that the complainants
were not satisfied with Hoover's treatment
of the complaint. Hoover and the board, in
this instanee, should reevaluate the complaints, perfoon a thorough investigation
and show the public specifically why the
board cannot take action against Peters.

Feasibility study

Editor takes newstand stand
By Kathleen Heaney

A sign of a great newspaper
usually comes in the form of letters to the editors and other articles that criticize the content
of the newspaper. Unfortunately, the only criticism that The
Opinion has ~eived this year is
directed at the ugliness of its
newstands located in the
beautiful halls of William
Mitchell.

Recently, an ABA Committee
insp~ded the college's facilities
to evaluate the undergraduate ·
program and fbe proposed'LLM
1>rogram. Suddenly, out predictably, The <)pinion receiv~
word from concerned individuals that we should take ac-

tion to remove the ugly orange
things that we call newstands ASAP. This is not a surprising
event because immediately
before the ABA/AALS inspection
last year, new forms of vegetation ap~red in the student
lounge, no :to mention the Casablanca-type sbades. These new
additions to the student loong~
improved the aesthetic qualities
of the schoo] for the benefit of
the iospe~tion. teams. Of course,
in the inspection teams' report
the ABA/AALS took notice that
we had a deficient library but
-pl~ing plants.
We recognize that the
aesthetic guality of the .facility
is important to the continued
certification of the school. Based
on ourr~ognition of this concern, the -Associate Editor of
The Opinion is taking action.

The Opinion is currently
undertaking a financial feasibility study and is investigating
possibilities for replacing
ugly onnge things. T".ne
estimated deadline time for
completion of this project is set
for February 1, 1985. Until then,
we'll have to work with what we
have.

those

The Opinion always seeks and
welcomes criticism. We take
seriously our job tci improve and
enhance the quality and content
of the newspaper. In order to
further this goal, we will pass
onto our readers any criticism
received.

Blood, sweat, and leers
By Steve Patrow
It's usually not in a newspaper's better
interests to criticize or make fun of one of
i~ advertisers. However, one of our advertisers, The Body Shop put on a little show
at William Mitchell that was. deemed by
many onlookers as inappropriate.
The Body Shop is one of those aerobic
dance type dubs that teaches· health
through body gyrations_ Participants
sweat to the lalest Top 40 tunes that offer
a lively step.
Usually the be.st advertisement is the
preduct itself. So some members of the
body shop set up an exhioition in our student lounge. Tbey hooked up a tape
p1ayer lined up in front of the main stairs
access door and started hopping and jiggling. Heads turned, and small groups of
students crEWt UJ> closer to the flailing
arms and kickin-g legs. Most of the
students then w~ed away - except for a

few who wanted to check out the actual'
physiques the Body Shop players were
presenting so ably.
My reaction was at first surprise, then
laughter, then embarassment. I don't
know why I was embarassed - I felt like I
had been c,aught pla,ying poker in church.
I was quite relieyed when the
undeniably fit gentleman -who spolre for
the Body Shop 1inished his ·sales pitch and
the exhibition was completed. At least I
think the exhibition was completed - the
bell for class rang and I actually felt I'd
rather go to class than be sµbjected to
morehppping and kicking. 1 thin~ the
management used. poor judgment and
acted in poor taste.

.--~---...al-----...
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Opinion
corrections
In its last issue, The Opinion attributed several quotes to
students involved in the Minority
Clinic program, the subject of an
article. Those quotes were incorrectly attributed to the students.
LaJune Lang is the person who
made the comments. The Opinion
apologizes for any embarassment or hardship the mistake
caused to the students.

SBA photo
In its last issue The Opinion identified Student Bar Association
Representative Vicki Oace as
being "replaced" by Clark Griffith. We would like to clarify
that Oace could not represent
the section for which she switched sections after her election,
Griffith was elected to fill the
vacant office.

.
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Domestic Partners law considered
By Roxanne Heinrich and Debra
Strehlow

The Minneapolis Civil Rights
Legislation Committee will consider whether or not to recommend a Domestic Partners
Proposal.
.
William Davis, Chairman of
the Minneapolis Civil Rights
Commission said, " ... this proposal will enable unmarried individuals to share for example,
in medical expenses, insurance
and pension benefits."
The Domestic Partners Proposal is modeled after the one
proposed in the City of San
Francisco, which was limited to
only city employees. The San
Francisco ordinance resulted
partly from the killing of a gay
political official by Dan White.
The live-in lover wanted to
claim rights to the political official's pension benefits. The city of San Francisco denied the
benefits to the cohabitant of the
official.
The San Francisco Domestic
Partner Proposal passed the city council but was vetoed by
Mayor Dianne Feinstein.
Davis said, The Minneapolis
proposal is much broader than
San Francisco's proposal for city employees. He said the proposal includes the employees of
the city ofMinnea~ w.hich"includes local government and
private and non-profit
businesses. This means anyone
who works in the city of Minneapolis will be protected under
the Domestic Partners Proposal
as it is now proposed, he said.
Some of the gray areas in the
proposal for Minneapolis are:
What if a ~on!k)esnot live in
the city of Minneapolis? What if
one lives in Bloomington but
works in Minneapolis? If a corporation's headquarters is based
m Minneapolis, then does that
mean that all of its employees
nationally or internationally are

affected by the proposal by
virtue of the fact that Minneapolis requires it?
These are "bones of contention." said Davis.
If there is discrimination in
the city proper of Minneapolis,
with exception of University of
Minnesota, anyone can file wiffi
the Civil Rights Department.
There were public hearings on
October 7, l983.

munities and just ''individuals
that felt they would be impacted
by this ordinance." Davis said.
The proposal is still in committee. There have been several
meetings with the insurance industry. Letters have gone out to
pension fund organizations. The
Ordinance and Legislation Committee is still doing background
discovery trying to "ascertain
as much information as it

Davis said "over 15 people
testified before the Commission
including Supervisor Harry Britt
of San Francisco. Representative of Minnesota and Senator
Allen Speare."
"Everyone gave a positive encouraging supportive kind of
presentation," said Davis.
There-were, also, represen~tives from NOW organization
Black, labor and religious com-

possibly can," said Davis. There
were informational meetings
called with the Commission's
committee and Minneapolis City
Council members on the
proposal.
These meetings were held two
mornings. The city council
members who were present
were, Barb Carlson, Brian
Coyle, Tony Scallon, and an intern from Van White's office and

Products liability:
By Frank Briscoe
Last year a bill was introduced in the U.S. Senate which, if
passed into law, would
supersede state law governing
recovery for loss or damage
caused by a proquct. Although
the "Product Liability Bill"
(Bill), did not become law, the
issue of uniformity ml?l'Oduct
liability law did·sutiace during
the recent senatorial campaign
in Minnesota.
Proponents of a uniform product liability act_generally feel
the l)resent situation is too complex and costly.
"The lawyers are the only
ones that are actually benefiting
under the- present mixed-UI?
situation, ' complained a
William Mitchell student.
Opponents to the Bill feel the
present common law approach
is effective. They question
whether a uniform act will actually ~ring uniformity, considering the many different interpretations of the act by each
state.
"The development of tort law
during the lasl 200 years reflect
the slow evolution that can best
be achieved through courtcreated case law. Product
liability law has developed
through a cautious, deliberative
process, reflecting the gradual
adaption of the law to changing
concepts of j~tice and social ·
responsibility," said Clint Grose,
Senior partner with the Minneapolis firm of Grose, Von
Holtum, Sieben and Schmidt.
Joan Growe, the Democratic
candidate for the Minnesota
Senate seat, is opposed to the
Bill. Tony Anderson, Growe's
assistant press secretary said he
feels the commo.n law already
sets for.th suitable standards.

"Tpe prop_osed bill is too un~
predictabl~... Anderson said.
Anderson said that the Bill
will requir~ the plainUffJo
discover the state of mind of the
manufacturer dm:i,lg the design
stage of a product. He said he
felt this almost impossible .t ask
will place a significa~t restraint
on a plaintiff's ability to collect
damages.
"There simply is no need for
it," Anderson concluded.
Senator Rudy Boschwitz supports the concept of a uniform
product liability act. fa fact,
Boschwitz was once a co-sponsor
of the Bill. He has since ·
withdrawn his name, although .
he has not withdrawn ·his
support.
Senator Dave Durenberger
also supports the concept of a
uniform product liability act.
However, according to Patrick
Nelson, an aide to Durenberger,
the Senator is basically opposed
to the present Bill.
"He (Durenberger) feels
Kasten's bill is not the best
choice," said Nelson. Senator
Robert Kasten (R-Wisc.) is the
author of the Bill.
The Minnesota Trial Lawyers
Association is also opposed to
the Bill
"Consumers will be hard
pressed to find a remedy if the
legislation is passed," said John
W. Carey, President of the
MTLA.
Carey said he feels the Bill
would be unconstitutional under
Minnesota law.

'The Bill ofltight.s of the Min·
nesota Constitution guarantees
fhat every person wronged shall
have a remedy ... If manufacturers need protection, let them
protect themselves by building
safer products. They are in

One individual who testified at
the October hearing on the Minneapolis proposal said he was
denied access to a hospital room
to see a man with whom he had
cohabited. Another person
testified that her cohabitant
died, and she was not allowed to
come to the viewing by the family. The Domestic. Partners Pr~
~ l would have the potential
mdirect benefit of -providing
members of partnership with
rights to visitation in hospitals
and prisons or to sign authorization for operations in case of
emergency.
The proposal would not
establish automatic inheritance
rights or regulate the division of
The Domestic Partners Proposal provides" ... whenever mar- common property contracts and
the courts would s61I.rule on.
riage is used by any person as a
child custody.
factor in the provision of
This proposal is not just a gayemployment, labor union
lesbian
issue. It would affect all
membership, housing accomodations, property rights, education, unmarried couples who meet the
certain requirements to receive
public accomodations or public
a Declaration of Domestic
services, domestic partnership
partnership.
status must be used in the same
The Declaration of Domestic
way. Production of a certified
Partnership, as stated in the Jucopy of the Declaration of
ly 1984 revision of the Domestic
Domestic Partnership shall be
Partners Proposal, must be
deemed sufficient to establish
jointly signed and in the
domestic partnership status."
Declaration they must state that
they share the common
necessaries of life and they conThis proposal is not to be construed so as to extend the
sider and intend their relation"protections of domestic partship to be an intimate personal
nership status to any right,
union, in which each mutually
privilege or entitlement conferand reciprocally commits
himself or herself to the
red upon the spouse of a married person by any common law
physical, material and emoor statutory provision (s)
tional care, comfort and support
regulating marriage dissolution
of the other."
or inheritance of property."
"Others affected by this proDavis said, "When you melt
posal are the senior citizens who
this down, basically what you
live together and do not marry
have is two individuals who
because social security benefits
share a household being able to
may be reduced, and the black
go and request a certificate.
community and the minority
This certificate will then legally
communities as a whole," Davis
recognize them when it comes to said. Religious communities feel
things such as insurance, pen- . this particular proposal cirsion rights, and visitation in the
continued on page 11
hospital."
Charlie Hoyt's aide. These were
attempts to answer specific
questions or concerns the Minneapolis City Council had about
the proposal.
Bill Davis said," ... other
strategies probably include
meeting with the Senior Federation; they would be beneficiaries
of such a proposal. talking with
clergy and archbishops and continuing dialogue with the Mayor
on this subject.''
What the proposal should do is
revise the Minneapolis Code of
Ordinances to add "domestic
partnership status" as a new
protected class.

common law tort
or uniform statute?

business, profit and have·no
right to special treatment,"
Carey said.
. Senator Ernest Hollings
<D-S.C.), the.ranking minority
member on the Senate Commerce committee was embarrassed by the Bill.
"Two hundred years of tort
law can not be coi:npressed neatly into federal legislation
without bringing endless new
questions that will demand new
intrepretations by the courts.
This is the aim of more than 60
pages of S.44 and it is a clear
failure," said Hollings.
·
"To pass this legislation would
be to foist an ill-considered law
on the American public. No one
can possibly benefit from the
legal chaos this bill would
cause," Hollings said.
The question for Minnesota
lawyers is, if passed into law,
what effect would the Bill have
on Minnesota consumers?
Minnesota law and the Bill
both recognize four theories are
design defect, defects in
manufacturing, inadequate warnings and express warranty.
However there are major differences in the Bill and Minnesota law.
The punitive damages section
of the Bill has probably caused
the most consternation among
opponents to the Bill. Under the
Bill, only the first person who
settles with the manufacturer
can recover punitive damages.
All future claimants are allowed
compensatory damages, but no
punitive damages.
In addition the punitive
damages would be distributed to
the claimant in an amount that
the judge determined by the
judge.
Under Minnesota law, any
claimant can recover punitive

damages if they can prove that
the manufacturer acted with
willful indifference. There is no
limitation on the number of
plaintiffs who can recover
punitive damages. The Bill's
limitation on punitive damages
has been the basis for the argument that the Bill is unconstitutional. Under Article 1, Section 8
of the Minnesota Constitutionevery person wrong shall have a
remedy.
According to the Bill's supporters, the provision recognizes
that punitive damages in a product liability case are analogous
to a criminal sentence. Thus, the
provision requires a higher
burden of proof (clear and convincing); .separates the role of
the judge and the jury and
prevents repeated 1>anishment
for the same wrong. Minnesota
law also requires a clear and
convincing standard in assessing
punitive damages.
Another area of conflict is the
standards used in determining
whether a manufacturer can be
held strictly liable.
"Under the bill, it is not
enough for the victim to prove
the product defective, he must
also prove the manufacturer
negligent," said Grose.
In Minnesota, it appears that
a victim need only prove the
product was defective and not
that the manufacturer was
negligent. However, in light of a
recent Minnesota Supreme
Court case, Minnesota may now
have adopted a negligence standard, at least in design cases.
In Bilotta v. Kelly Company, a
design defect case, the Court
adopted a "reasonable case
balancing test." The standard
will allow the trier of fact to
assess the tradeoffs a manufac-

turer must make in adopting a
particular product design.
Arguably then, Minnesota will
follow a negligence standard
similar to the Bill's, at least in
design defect cases.
There are also several other
differences between the Bill and
Minnesota law. The Bill uses
pure comparative fault principles,. whereas Minnesota has a
modified comparative fault
statute. This means that in Minnesota a claimant is barred
from recovery if his fault is
greater than the defendants.
Under the Bill the fact that a
claimant was at fault will not
bar his recovery. The Bill's provision will obviously benefit a
claimant.
The Bill will also limit the
useful life of a defectively
designed capital good to 25
years. Claimants injured by
defective capital goods more
than 25 years old are barred
from suing. Minnesota's useful
life statute also bars recovery if
a capital good has outlived its
useful life. The difference is that
under Minnesota's statute a product's useful life may be more
than 25 years old. Capital good
is defined as a product used in
trade or business or held for the
production of income.
Kasten's Bill never made it to
the floor of the Senate in the last
session. When next year's session begins, the Bill will return
to the Commerce Committee
where a new vote must be
,
taken. No hearing is necessary.
The Bill would then be placed on
the Senate calendar. Assuming a
uniform product liability bill
makes it to the Senate floor next
year, chances are it will be a
substantially different bill than
the present Kasten proposal.
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'Wolves' appeal to Eighth Circuit
By Jorun Groe

On Wednesday, October 10,
1984, the U.S. Eighth Circuit
Court of Appeals paid a ·
visit t9 W1.lliam_MifcheI1 College
of Law. A three,judge panel,
consisting of Judge Donald R.
Ross, Judge Theodore
McMillian, and Judge R. Gibson
heared argwnents in the appeal
of Sierra Club, et al v. William
Clark, as Secretary of the Interior, et al an environmental
case.
The appellant, the U.S.
J::>epartment of the interior. appea:led the- case from the decision of U.S. District Court Judge
Miles Lord. In January of this
year, Lord ruled that Department regulations permitting
timber wolf trapping in Minnesota violated the federal Endangered Species· Act absent a
showing that the number of
wolves exceed the l)Opu1:ation
limits of their ecosystem. Lord
said that an :increased "war on
wolves" in Minnesota would not.
be permitted under the law, ·
Minnesota has a population of
between 1,000 and 1,200 timber
wolves and is reportedly the only state with a self-sustaining
timber wolf population.
In 1973, the Secretary of the
Interior declared the timber
wolf an endangered species.
This meant that while timber
wolves in Minnesota preyed on
farm livestock, the farmers suffering the losses were not allowed to trap the wolves. Because
of pressure from Minnesota
legislators farmers and
hunters, the wolves' status was
changed to "threatened" in 1978.
Under that status, Federal
wardens were allowed to trap
the offending wolves subject to
Department regulations.
In 1!183; at the insistence of the
Minnesota Department ot
Natural Resources <DNR), the
Fish and Wildlife Service
(FWS), a sub-agency of the
Department, is$ued regulations
permitting the- trapping of
between 50 and 160 tiner wolves
in the state of Minnesota each
year. Yoder these regulations,
~ of the quota would be trapped by private I i ~ trap~
and part would be trapped by

government trappers.

The case heard at Mitchell
centers around the statutory interpretation of the Endangered
Species Act of 1973. The Act
establishes two categories of
protected animals - those that
are threatened and those that
are endangered. Under the Act,
endangered species are any
species in danger of extinction ·
and threatened species refers to
any species which is likely to
become an endangered species
within the foreseeable future.
The Secretary is expressly prohibited from authorizing any
trapping of an endangered
species. The Act does not,
however, expressly prohibit the
~etary from authorizing the
trappj:ng of threatened species.
Dianne~y, U.S. Justiee
Department attorney,
represented the Deparbnent of
the Jnteri-0r in the appeal Kelly
said in her argument that the
legislative history ol the Endangered Species Act clearly
shows eongressional :intent to
differentiate treatment of endangered species and threatened
species. Kelly further said that
Congress intended to give the
Secretary wide discretion in
managing species in the
threatened category and that
such discretion and flexibility is
needed t~ manage threatened
species sucll as the timber wolf.
Minneapolis attorney Brian
O'Neill represented the Sierra
Club and fourteen other environmental groups in opposing
Kelly's interpretation of the Act.

0 Neill urged the Court to
uphold the lower court decision
and limit the Secretary's discretion. O'Neill said that the Act
prohibits the taking of a
fbreatenedspecies except in the
extra9rdinary case where the
threatened population exceeds
the natural carrying cal)acify of
its habitat. Because there has
been ·no such showing in regard
to the timber woH, O'Neill said
that any taking of.that species is
prQhi:bited.
·
:Kelly countered by say.ing the
environmentalists' position as to
wolves was "legitimate" but
stressed that the issue here is
not what the environmentalists
think the law should be, but
what Congress has said it is.
Kelly went on to say that it is
the belief of the Department
that the regulated trapping of
wolves will discourage poachers
and promote the growth of the

Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals Judge Donald Ross

timber wolf population in
Minnesota.
Environmentalists oppose this
philosophy and believe that
poaching will increase-and that
the wolf population will
diminish- O' Neill said that not
only is the Secretary restrained
from authorizing the trapping of
a threatened species, but he is
affirmatively required by the
Act to increase the numbers of
that species. O'Neill quoted the
Act's definition of "conservation" to support this contention.
Judge Ross, presiding judge of

the three-judge panel, repeatedly asked O'Neill to justify his interpretation. The Judge finally
stated that the two men differed
as to how the conservation
definition should be read and
witb_g9()d humor challenged
O'Neill to tell him he was
wrong. O'Neill did.
William Mitchell Public Relations Director, Angelo Gentile,
estimated that more than 350
people were in attendance at the
hearing, which was broadcast
through a closed circuit television system within the college.

Many of those in altendan!!e
were first year law students who
had been encouraged by instruc-

tors to attend. Dave Maland,
Deputy in Charge and William
Mitchell graduate, said the decision on this case must be made
within ninety days.
During the rec.e ption in the
Student Lounge following the
hearing, Judge &il>son said that
the Court.has visited all the law
schools within the Eighth Circuit
and that he enjoys the visits.
The last time the Court was at
WMCL was in 1981.

Attorneys assist minority students
By S. R. O'Neal-Harris
The Academic SupJ>Ort Program provides services to
minority students attending
William Mitchell. Hamline
University and the University of
Minnesota, The program is comprised of a group of practicing
attorneys in the Twin City communities who donate their time
to aid in the enhancement of the
minority law students' educational experience:
The Academic Support Program.. pro-rides :rervices minority
students attending William Mitchell. Hamline University and
the University ofM:innesota. The
program is comprised of a
group of practicing attomeys in
the Twin City commwlities who
donate their time to aid in the
enhancement of the minority
law students' educational
experience.

The Academic Support Program is premised upon a common core of sentiments experienced by many first year
law students. That common core
of sentiments is generally expressed by the ever-so-familiar
addage, "Iwish I could obtain
more guidance during my first
year of law school, particularly
exam-writing, studying and
briefing cases." This objective
has DOW been-obtained for 1:i:rst
year l_Jlinority students.
Hassan said that the M.M.L.A.
Academic Support Program is
basically structured for first
year students. However, upper
class minority students are also
participating in the program, he
said.
Hassan said that the
Academic Support Program is
modeled after a program
developed by Nerissa Skillman,

a law professor in San Francisco, California. Hassan said
Skillman's program slightly differs from the M.M.L.S.
Academic Support Program.
Skillman utilizes law professors
to aid law students in their
educational experience.
However, Hassan said that the
Academic Support Program
utilizes practicing attorneys.
Hassan said be feels that the use
of practicing attorneys can "bring tlie real-life experience" to
the_student and further enhance
the student's educationaf
experience.
William Mitchell students participating in the program meet ·
with their assigned instructors
every other week. Certain sections, by their own ehoice, meet
once a week. A}&o, the instructors welcome the students to
contact them between sessions,
if nee~, to assist the
students with either legal or personal questions.

Each meeting lasts two hours.
The first hour is spent reviewing
students' course outlines, briefs;
class notes and exam-writing
skills. Questiom of a general
nature are addressed by the instructors during this session.
The students write practice
exams the second hour. The instructors review each exam in- ·
dividually with the students to
provide feedback_
. One instructor, Doris Mitchell,
a recent graduate of William
Mitchell and employee of the
Gray, Plant, Mooty, Mooty, Bennett law firm, states that her
students' reactions to the program have been positive. Mitchell said that the students' attendance has been good and that
there is an overall feeling of appreciation from the students.
Another instructor, .Jacqueline
Regis a graduate of Suffolk
University anct an employee of
the Hwnan Rights Commission,

said her stude¢s value the program. She also said that stud~
attendance has been good.
One student, Debra Coleman,
a first-year evening student of
William_ Mitchell, said that the
program is very beneijcial. Coleman said that the program is
beneficial because it assists .her
in determining her deficiencies
early enough to rectify them
before -exam time.
Jm Booker, who is also in the
evening program, said said that
while the program is very time
consuming iris still a very worthwhile program. Booker said
that he plans to utilize the
benefits of the program to
enhance his study and examwriting skill~:.
Hassan said be projects that
the program is 'sure to bear
fruits' if the students continue
to attend the sessions and complete their assignments.
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Trial advocacy

Teams compete for regional slot
By Kathleen Heaney

October 27, 1984 marked the
beginning of the 1985 National
Student Trial Advocacy Competition sponsored by the
Association of Trial Lawyers.
Thirteen teams began competing to represent William Mitchell at the Regional Competition scheduled for next March.
Each team consists of four
people; one who acts as a lay
witness, one who acts as an expert witness, and two people
who act as co-counsel. Each
team had to prepare fo argue
either the plaintiff's or defendant s side q{ a -product liability
case involving a rougli terrain
vehicle thal bad rolled over
causmg injuries to l'be plaintill.
Professor John Sonsteng, who
organized the school competition
and who will coach· the team .
representing William Mitchell
said ·· ... people get a chance ~P
really have fun. They get a
chance to get a Jury trial under
their bell and to compete
against fellow students. "
Sonsteng said he was "amazed" at the level of comp~tion
this year and said that when he
was observing the trials from
the halls, he CQuld see "i;iower in
the c~urtr.ooms."
·
Sonsteng s'afd _partie1patiag
stud~nts learn other valuable
lessons during competition.

"You also get a chance to
understand what it is like to lose
- particularly when you put so
much time into it," Sonsteng
said. "You learn a real commitment to trial practice."
Last year the team of William
Tipp.i.og and Daniel Roth from
William Mitchell won the
regional competition in St. Louis ..
and then advanced to the na·
tional competition held in
Washington, D.C. In
Washington, they lost to the.
·team that became champions in
a two-fo~one decision.
Tippmg· said, · 'I joined .mostly
for the opportunity to work wi.th
Sonsteng if we won the scllool
compe"tition. T wanted to become
proficient as a student can be
at trial advoeacy skills at !he
student level."

as

Elliott Knetsch, a participant
in this year's competition,_ said
•·1 joined for the practice and
b.e cause I ~oy it. Lwanted to
Jearn more about the trial practice and techniques. The advan~ges of dping it versus not doing it is that y<1U learn to per~"
form under pressure. Having a
judge critic you is better than
just doing a trial."
Sonsteng said that a.a in~
di.Vidual who wants to join the
competition does not need to
take th~ Advanced Trial Ade
vocacy course.

.
From left to right: Daniel Roth, William Tipping and Professor John Sonsteng established the
Trial Advocacy legacy in St. Louis last year.
When asked what
characteristics a person should
have to join the competi_tion,
Tipping said a person ' ... with a
little flare for the dramatic who
is willing to work: hard. You
should be $dJ to ~ - It is not
a bad idea to learn how to lose

something when the facts are in
your favor."
Knetsch said, "You need a
desire to put in extra time and
effort for a non-credit activity.
Anybody who likes to argue and
be persuasive will probably do
well."

The four teams that will compete in the semi-finals on
November 10 are: June Cicero
and Lorrie Franson; Cindy McCollum and Jean Graham; Jim
Murphy and Jim Halbrooks;
and, Jim Wicka and David
Warg .

.

Foreign lawyers study local law
By PATRICK O'DONNELL
Editor's note: This is the first in
a series of stories on foreign
students and faculty at William
Mitchell.

Two attorneys from Sri Lanka
began their instruction in
American law this year when
they enrolled at William Mitchell College of Law.
One, a criminal defense
lawyer, andone, a CQ11>0rate
lawyer, Luke Ratnayake and
Tilak Gurusinghe left their positions in Sri Lanka to pursue
legal careers in the United
States, they said.
Sri Lanka is an island republic
located .off the southern coast of
India. Formerly called Ceylon,
this tropical island is less than
half the area of Minnesota and
has a. population of more than 13
million.

The country's judicial setting,
1~a1 education s~teJ!} _and actual practice of law differ from
their American counterparts in
several ways, Ratnayake and
Gurusinghe said.
Common law is one area of
difference between Sri Lanka
and the United States. In Sri
Lanka it is a combination of
Roman-Dutch and English common law.
"The law was influenced by
both the Dutch and the British,"
Ratnayake said, "so we have a
combination of Dutch and
British law unique to Sri
Lanka."
The Dutch governed the island
during the 17th century. Their
primary influence was their use
of Roman law, which is abundantly codified, Ratnayake said.

I,.

Photos by Pat O'Donnell

Luke Ratnayake says Sri Lanka's law was influenced by the
British and Dutch.

"More areas (of law) are
goveakrned, ~y.s._tat.!lte!!i;'.:Ratnay e said.
·
The English influence over Sri
Lanka during the 18th and 19th
century created an interesting,
parallel co-development to
American common law, Gurusinghe noted.
"Once common law was introduced from England, it has
been interpreted in different
ways," he said. "In given situations we find the law may be the
same, but only to a limited
extent.''
Although Sri Lanka and the
United States adopted the same
body of English common law in
the 18th century, different
cultures, interpretations and
statutes have resulted in different contemporary bodies of
common law, Gurusinghe said.
On Sri Lanka, "England introduced its laws subject to the
existing Dutch law," said
Gurusinghe.
Another departure from
America's legal system is Sri
Lanka's customary law.
Customary law developed
distinctly from common law to
apply to certain groups of the
island's population, said
Ratnayake.
Application of customary law,
however, is still connected to
common law, Gurusinghe said.
Persons governed by customary
law must first be tried within
that system, but if customary
law does not resolve the situation, the case moves under common law jurisdiction, he said.
Customary law governs three
groups:
The Tamils, brought to Sri
Lanka by the British to serve as
plantation labor, under
Thesavalamai law;
The Moslems, part of the merchant class that immigrated to
the island when colonial trade
flourished under the Dutch and
English, under Mukkuwa law;
and
The Kandyans, decendents of
the ancient Kingdom of Kandy
which was the last native

Tilak Gurusinghe earned his Bachelor of Law degree from
the University of Ceylon
government to rule any part of
the island before its complete
colonization by the British,
under Kandyan law.
This legal diversity lends Sri
Lanka a unique mixture of
customary and common law,
both culturally interpreted. As ·
Ratnayake described it:
"Certain fields are English
law, certain fields are RomanDutch law and in certain fields
there is a combination of both
laws modified to meet our socioeconomic needs."
Admission to and teaching of
methodology in Sri Lanka's
legal education system differs
from the American system, both
men said.
Gurusinghe, 34, attended the
University of Ceylon from
1967-1971 to earn his Bachelor of
Law degree. He took a public

examination to gain entry to
higher education. And two years
later he took a public examination to enter the university, he
said.
To get into the university and
stay there involves much more
competition than in the
American system, Gurusinghe
said:
Ratnayake, 39, spent 31/2 years
pursuing his legal education:
three years of lectures and examinations and a half-year of
direct legal work, the equivalent
of clerking here, he said.
But unlike clerking, Sri
Lankan post-rlassroom training

calls for specific requirements.
Students must follow 60 trials,
including 15 appeals, and their
continued-on page 9
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College hires three actministrators
B y Paul Xnapp
Thr_ee new senior administra tors have joinedihe
William Mitcbell staff this fall.
They are: Vice President ior
External Affairs Charles Ii.
Green, Admissions Director
Robert H. Stowers, and P frector
of Public Relations and Publications Angelo 9entile.

the operations of the Alumni
Development, Publieations and
Public Relations offices. While
the position's title is new, sonie
of the responsibilities were
formerly handled by Ex.Associate Dean Robert Oliphant.
"In looking at what the institution has to offer, I think it has a
lot more to sell, if you will than
other tra~tional programs,''
Green said.
In addition, Green said he was
attracted by the fact that
William Mitchell is not state'
supported or affiliated with any
other entity.
·.
" Certainly the independent
status of the school is attractive," he said. "For instance,
William Mitchell is,one of the
few law schools in the country
that has a full-time public relations office working solely for
the law school." .
' Green has a number of goals
he said he will be striving
toward in his new position.
" R.igbtnow i t seems rm trying to ~o everything, but I do
have a few basic goals I'd like to
achieve, most of which are
entertwined, long-term goals "
he said.
'
"First, l'dJike to help see that
the new library is built. That is
obviously a very important goal.
''It's $0 very important that
Charles Green
I
help
develop strong alumni
Photos courtesy of Pub. Dept.
development and public .relations departments. One of m y
Green was formerly at
goals is to get alumni feeling
Macalester College where be
good about this place. It's imserved as Director of Developportant for us, as a private inment. He has extensive exstitution with.no tax support, to
periencein the area of fundraismake sure our alumni feel g_ood
ing and in the development of
about the school."
grant proposals to individuals,
Green emphasized that alumni
foundations, corporations and
development is a long-term
government agencies.
A native of Charles City, Iowa, project.
" I may not be around to see
Green graduated from Carleton
some
of this work pay off. The
College in 1970 and from the
work we do this year may not
University of Minnesota Law
pay off for ten or twenty years "
School inJ.973. He is active with
'
the Council for the Advancement he said.
Nevertheless, alumni developand Support of Education
ment is important to Green.
(CASE) and is a member of the
"While not everyone that
board of directors and Vice
graduates .from William Mltchell
President of Finance of Y.E.S.,
practices law, all of the school's
a telephone co~ling and
graduates become leaders in the
crisis intervention agency.
community, ,, Green.said. "It is
As Vice President of External
very important for William MitAffairs, Green is responsible for

college's publications. This includes the admissions bulletin,
the recruitment brochure,
minority recruitment brochure
posters, and the quarterly alumni magazine.
·
Gentile is also responsible for
the college' s public relations.
" I am establishing myself as a
liason between the college and
the television radio and
newspaper media," be said.
"1 was attracted to William
Mitchell for a couple of
reasons," Gentile said. 'First, I
bad always .beard good things
about William Mitchell. Second,
in a professiqnal sense, it was
an opportunity to me to move into a leadership position 111 public
relations. r,
Gentile. has several goals.
· "One-of my many priorities is
the alumni magazine, he said.
"I want to offer the highest
quality magazine possible to our
alumni. I want toaL~:1i:ce a
·
magazine which
· will sit
down and read and be proud of.
I want to make alumni feel good
about the college."
Gentile said he is also intent
on developing a rapport with the
local news media.
"The school has never had a
professional program for media
relations. I have been and will
be meeting with the press to get
the word out about William Mitchell, he said.
Gen.tile said he will be doing
several things to improve media
Angelo Gentile
coverage of William.Mit chell.
First, w hen a newsworthy story
Angelo Gentile will be working is taking place on campus, Gentile will contact the-media to inwith Green as the new Director
vite them to cover it. Second,
of Public Relations and PublicaGentile's office will regularly
tions. Gentile, who is from
send out news releases on activiDuluth, has been employed for
ty at the college. Third, Genthe past five- years in the
tile's office will regularly send
Departm~~ of University Relaout a " tip sheet," which is a list
tions a t the University of Minof possible stories at the school;
nesota, Duluth.
,.
.
to local media.
·
Gentile bas extensive exRobert H. Stowers came to
perience in public.relations and
Wtlliani Mitchell from Shippublications. During college, be
held reporting andeditorial posi· _pensburg University, Shiptions at the UMD Statesmanand pensburg, Pennsylvania where
he has been assistant to the
worlred as a reporter on the
dean of the School of Graduate
Minnesota Daily. In-addition, he
Studies and Continuing Educainterned at the Minneapoiis
tion since 1981. While on the
Tribune.
staff at Shippensburg, he coorGentile is responsible for the
dinated the University's .

chell to make certain that those
leaders feel good about William
Mitchell."
Green said that new personnel
nave already been added to the
alumni area.
"Barbara Fritel was just
hired to run the annual fund Partners in Progress," he said.
"This should help to free up
(Judge) Ron Hachey to keep in
closer contact with alumni. In
addition, Carolyn Nelson was
hired this fall as alumni
secretarv."

Trustees OK library study
"By Steve Patrow
On Oct. Z, the Board of

study nor its completion.
Howev:er, he said that the colTrustees authorized the college
lege will choose a firm by the
to retain a consulting firm to
end of November.
_perform a feasibility study on
''lam at the part of the J>rothe library. The study will
cess right now where we've sent
evaluate acc~ility of funps
outior bids • Green said. " I
for the capital campaign to build nave most of them back. What I
the new W.tlliam Mitchell
have do ts review fhe bids and
library.
select somebody out of that pool.
Approximately $25,000 to
.The selection process will pro$30,000 will be set aside from the bably involve having two or
college's reserve fund to finance
three of these firms come in and
the study. Tbatiund composgive a presentation to our
ed of nontuition monies such as
Development Committee.
endowments and other gifts to
" I've tried to ~elect some nathe college.
·
tional consulting firms who will
Charles Green, William Mithave people in places throughout
chell Vice President for Exterthe country. That will allow us
nal Affairs, proposed the plan
to tap sources nationwide at a
for the feasibility study. He said
lower cost than if we.hired a
that the college should know the
firm with only regional
amount of money it can expect
contacts.''
to raise before it embarks on
Green said that once the firm
any major capital improvement
is hired the study-will take
plan.
place over an indefinite time. -Se
"We have to tailor what we
said each firm bas its own concan build with what we can
cept of how the campaign should
r.rise;" Green said. "I can't
be handled. There is also a
really guess at this time what it
" good likelihood'' that the colwill take to l;luild a facility.
lege.might continue to retain the
That's one of the reasons to
firm after the study is com·
have a feasibility study done to aid the college in acthe consaltinglirms can help us
Y soliciting the sources
identify prospects. "
named in the study, Green said.
Green said he has started
Several problems confront the
seeking out consulting firms that college in its campaign for a
perform such studies but that no
new library.
timetable has been setfor the
0

is

~:.i1

tion where we ask the alumni
" My hunch is that it (raising
and friends to contribute (the
the money for the library) will
phonathon)," Goldberg said.
be more expensive than at a
"That need won't go away once
school like Harvard," Green
we begin the capital campaign
said. " Harvard has strong support from its alumni - around 50 for the library. It is our hope to
approach the corporations and
percent. n has a long-standing
.- foundations, law firms, as well
development program. We
as approacb some of our alumni
haven't bad a develoJ)IQent proon an individual basis.'
gram for very long. We dorrt
have the- national reputation ar
name recognition that a HarGoldberg said he is hopeful
vard does. That might be one
that the entire fund-raising procost-adding factor to raising
cess and the actual start of conmoney for the library - we need ,struction will take not more than
to advertise."
three of.five years. He also ~d
be would not speculate on the
Apparently William Mitchell
amount of money to be raised
alumni will not have to bear the
burden of donating to a library · and the type of facility to be
built. He said, however, the new
fund. Gr~ said the fund drive
facility would be built to aewill focus on a more specific
comodate the approximate size
area.
of the college's present student
" It's going to be a very focusbody since the college has no
ed campaign," Green said.• A
plans for expansion of its sturelative small number of indent population.
dividuals, foundations and corporations that have an interest
in this college."
The Opinion has learned that a
new facility will cost between 10
Acting Dean Melvin Goldberg
million and 15 million dollars.
;;aid that the library funds will
The new facility will either be a
most likely come from sources
connecting building between the
other than the alumni.
main college building and the
LEC building, or a n ew wing on
"We have an annual campaign the southeast side Of the
for funds that are a part of the
building.
operating budget of the institu-

Robert Stowers
' - - - - - - - - -- - --'
graduate actnuss1ons and
recruitment programs. He has
given presentations on recruitment of students to graduate
and professional schools before
the American Association of Collegia~ Registrars and Admissions Officers, the National
Association of College Admissions Counselors and CASE.
Stowers is originally from Springfield, Massachusetts. He
received his bachelor of arts in
1972 and his master of education
in l!n6, both from American International College in Springfield. He is currently completing work on a doctorate in
education from Rutgers
University.
Stowers is primarily .responsi-.
ble for advertising William Mitchell to more prospect students.
" I intend to get the word out
about William Mitchell,,,
Stowers said. "We will be contacting schools across the
midwest that hav e never been
contacted by William Mitchell."
Stowers said the two things
that attracted him to William
Mitchell are the responsibilities
or his po.tjtion and the Twin
Cities themselves.
cont. on page 7

ABA visit
By Mark Fellows
Early in October, a three person team from the American
Bar Association (ABA) visited
William Mitchell. The team
toured the school, sat in classes,
inspected the curriculum., and
reviewed the administration in
areas of funding and budgeting.
Their conclusions will be
published in a report due by the
end ol November.
Before leaving, the ABA team
gave the Mitchell Board of
Trustees a preview of what the
report will contain in a debriefing session.
Willis Foreman, President of
the Board of Trustees, was not
available for comment on the
debriefing session.
According to Actmg Dean
Melvin Goldberg, the inspection
team was impressed by the curriculum and the faculty they
observed. As might be expected,
the ABA team expressed concern over the physical plant of
the library especially the poor
ventilation, lack of space, and
inadequate seating and lighting ..
A previous ABA inspection also
pointed out the physical deficiences in the Mitchell library.
Matt Downs, the Library
Director, has been battling the
lack of space since coming to
Mitchell two years ago. A short
term project to increase space
involves r elocation oi the public
relations department to the LEC
building. The adaed space

continued on page 9
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Specialization debate endures
By Joseph Sokolowski
The issue of legal specialization - whether lawyers should
be formally recognized as
specialists in various areas of
the law - has been heavily
debated over the last decade.
Though the debate-still persists,
it has become evident that
measures will be taken to provide regulation and recognition
for the growing numbers of
lawyers who have effectively
limited their practice to a single
area of law.
Minnesota recently took a
significant step toward developing such formal regulation when
the Minnesota State Bar
Association (MSBA) gave its endorsement to a proposal which
would allow attorneys to become
certified as specialists in
various law areas. And in view
of comments by the Minnesota
Supreme Court, it ap¢ars likely
that this proposal, or one similar
to it, will soo:o be adopted by the
state. The full significance of a
state certificate plan cannot be
predlc;~for all Minnesota
practitioners, h.oweveE, clearly
the group for which specialty
certification poses the greatest
implications is the state's young
lawyers.
In addition to the certification
proposal being offered by the
MSBA, two other independent
trial organizations, the Minnesota Trial.Lawyers Association (MTLA) and the Academy
of Certified Trial Lawyers of
Minnesota (ACTLM) have
recommended state certification
plans for adoption by the Min°
nesota Supreme Court. Proponents of all three proposals
have identified similar provisions which may be iric;luded in
a certification plan. Perhaps the
mos.t significant provisil)Il for
young lawYetS would be a requirement that in order to seek
s~iaity c~cation in an area
of the law ' ( under an three proposals, specialty certification
would be optional) , -an attorney
would be required to have practiced in that area for a given
number of years. Ray Peterson,
member oI the Young Lawyers
Section of the MSBA, said this
would place recent law
graduates at an instant disadvantage with the rest of the
profession.
"One of the major objectives
of specialty certification is to
allow a ttorneys to advertise
their certification so that consumers can make a more informed decision when they
choose a lawyer," Peterson
said. "ff certification is promoted effectively, consumers
may choose only those attorneys
who have been certified as
specialists. Young attorneys who
have not been in practice long
.enough to meet a year's in_practice reqµirem ent will be
passed over for older, certified
attorneys."
Not all share Peternon's view,
however. Some said they feel
that specialty ~tification will,
in fact, allow young attorneys t:9·
gain rec~niti_on ~s _specialists

~~iho.tlaw~~
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J-:ga I cotr1S8Iors
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than they could have without
certification. An American Bar
Association publication on state
certification programs even
goes so far as to suggest that
young attorneys and rural attorneys will be placed on an
equal footing with attorneys
practicing in larger
metropolitan "speciality" firms.
Until the 1984 MSBA annual
bar convention, young lawyers
faced the possibility of being excluded from some law firms
altogether because of their inability to acquire immediate
specialty certification. A provision in the MSBA certification
proposal provided that a law
firm could not hold itself out as
specializing in a single area of
the law if all its "members"
were not certified specialists.
Mary Grinner from the Young
Lawyers Section of the MSBA
said that this provision would
cause some firms to refuse to·
hire recent graduates because
the firms wished to retain their
specialty firm status. James
Bettenberg, chairman of the
MSBA specialization committee
agreed that the. provision
presented a dilemma.
"A young lawyer can't get into
a specialty firm without specialty certification, yet that lawyer
needs specialty experience to
obtain specialty certification,"
Bettenberg said. "It's a Catch-22
situation."

A motion to exclude this provision from the MSBA proposal
was recommended and ultimately passed by the Bar at its
convention.
Another pr-0~ion contemp~red by the three
spec1alizalion proposals being
offered for adoption is that once
a certification p1an.is implemented, the advertisem~t of
one's • specialization" would be
prohibited un1ess and until the
attorney met formal certification.requirements and certification was granted. The practical
effect of such. a ptovision would
seem to be to induce young
lawyers to immediately pursue
specialty certification to enable
them to advertise that fact.
Since yowig lawyers are in
perhaps the most competitive
situation they will be in in their
careers when they first enter the
market, they will have a greater
need to advertise certification to
obtain the increased
"marketability" certification is
purported to create. Attorneys
with established practices and
clientele will have little need to
advertise; advertisement of
specialty certification would
likely proviae little benefit to
their practice. Therefore
~rilless of whether young_
la-wyers areinterested in legal
advertis1:ng or $pecialty certifi~tion, a Min:n~ota plan of
specialty certification inay force

many of them to participate in
originate-within the Jaw school
education itself - similar to
both.
More far reaching implicamedical school practice, law
tions oCstate specialty certifica- students would be reguir'ed to
tion have b.ee,n ~cuss~d by a · pick a s~
-and pursue
number ofcommentafois. For
specialty coursework: in law
example. Richard G. Huber,
sch'oo1. This suggestion has been
dean of Boston College of Law,.
criticized because it "irhas suggested that specialty cer- r~vocab]y career tracks" a stutification may necessitate' for- dent. However, in view of the
mal post-graduate specialty
significant de facto specializatra:iniog." Huber suggests tlu!.t
tion which exists even among
specialty certification be
young lawyers, this criticism
granted after successful comple- seems unconvincing. Again, a
tion of specialty courses taken
formal program of this type
at ~proved law schools. Huber would seem a· significant ways
said, graduates would receive
down the road. What law
something which would be less
students may see in the imthan an LL.M., but would
mediate future, however, if
evidence competence in a par8pe(;ialty certification is imticular s~ialty area. The
plemented, is ~ i n ~ed
thrust of Huber s- suggestion
~lidency for students- to concenamounts to a form of graduate
trate in specific law areas in anticipati<>n of obtaining certificawork within a specialty area.
While it is not likely that such a tion. In conjunction with tliis,
program would be implemented law schools may experience a
greater student demand for a
in Minnesota, it is almost cerparticularized curricylum: more
tain that young lawyers parelectives and more specialized
ticipating in a specialty cerclass offerings.
tification program will be reRelated tQ the higher standard
quired, at mioimnm, to tak~
of attorney competency which
designated Continuing Legal
specialty certification aims to
Education classes in their
specialty area. In clfect, young achieve, is the question of
lawyers should expect to be.l'e-- whether a high.er standard of
care will be applied to newly
quired to attend more than an
occasional 'golf and tennis'
. certified " specialists." C-Oarts
have generally approved a
CLE if they wish to seek and
maintain specialty certification. nigher standard of care w.here
_ Other comm~ntators have sugcontinued on page IO
gested that.s pecialty c.ertification may more properly

said Stowers. "While there is a
declining market for traditional
law students- the number of pro"The responsibilities of tllls
spective Jiighl or flexible propositi<lil. were certainly attracgram students reiqains s_frong.
tive" said Stowers, "I'll be doIn fact, as the maiketior 23 and
ing things that simply haven't
24 year olds declines, other law
been done here before."
schools may begin looking to
In addition, Stowers found that William Mitchell as a model law
"the Twin Cities are a lovely
_program."
place to live, with wonderful
Stowers said that Hamline has
cultural opportunities. I fdl in
attempted to begin a night
love with the Cities the first
program.
time I visited."
"Hamline has been trying to
Admissions at William Mitinstitute an evening program
chell should stay strong, accorbut our program is much more
ding to Stowers, despite
flexible than what they are curevidence of declining enrollment rently offering," he said. "Here~
in traditional day law schools.
some of our best courses are of"William Mitchell is operating fered in the evening - that's not
from a position of strength,"
the case at Ha!_Itline.

"Admissions a:t William Mitchell d ~ slightly last year,
io line with the net average ·
decline among law schools.
Other law schools looking for
traditional students saw much
greater declines in admissions.
William Mitchell is not as
vulnerable to these great
market shifts."
Stowers s,aid is goal is to
·~p the ~ of the student
population s table. There will be
no ·errort to increase the student
body , but.it will take more effort
to.keep the size stable in the
coming years."
Stowers discussed the
"average" Mitchell student.
"The average age of our student

is close to 30 years old. The
typical admitted student is 27 or
28."
"The median grade point
average of our ineoming
·
students is 3.2, and the median
LSAT score ii 34," he said,
"which puts us up in pretty tight
with the competition.'"
.
However, William Mitchell's
admissions are not based on
these figures along.
'Our admissions are not based on pure numbers like other
schools," Stowers said.
"Because our students are
somewhat older, they often times
have great experience that
precedes their entering law
school We take that into ac-

continued from page 6

count. The admissions committ.ee focuses on the total person."

·-By recruiting at more colleges
and u:lii:versities, Stowers said he
nopes to sprea.d the word abo.ut
William Mitchell
"Most of our students come
from the Twin Cities area," he
said. "As a result, William Mitchell is not yet a household
name in the various midwestern
metropolitan centers. By
recruiting at more colleges
across the midwest; we hope to
bring in students from these
other areas and thereby make
William Mitchell better known "

1
t
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Administrative law

Tax review
liy Steve Patrow.
Inspectors from the American
Bar Association toured the college recently lo evaluate the
proposed LLM tax program. The
inspection team was merely a
fact-finding committee that will
present its findings to the ABA
which will, in turn, cerfify or
deny certification of the
program.
Acting Dean Melvin Goldberg
and fhe program's director, Professor Carter Bishop, both...said
they expect the program to be
certified
"I don't see any basis for rejection (of the program) ,'
Goldberg said. "The problem
with the library may cause
some delay but we_ have shown
llie ABA that we are trying to
take care of that problem. Of .
course, if the program is not
certified, we will not offer it.
Also, we will not offer the program m any formal way until
the ABA bas given its blessing,
Bishop also said hesees few
pr-0blems with. obtaining certification. He said he bas taken
many steps toward ~ompleting
the structure and implementation of the program.
"We've already proposed our
curriculum and have had it approved by the Curriculum Committee and the faculty as a
whole, " Bishop saicl "I'm currently working on catalog and
admissions materials. We're
now just limited in terms of outside marketing of the program."
Bishop said that certifica tion
will be determined sometime
between November and ·
January.
Mailers will be sent out to all
Mitchell alumni and most
members of the Minnesota State
Bar Association, Bishop said. He
said that the structure of the
program will allow many applicants to fit the program into
their schedules.
The LLM program is a two
yeai, colll'Se where the student
attends classes one night a week
for two years and one.summer_
By having classes on only one
night a week attorneys from outside the metro area can attend
the classes and go home on the
same evening Bishop saicl
The pr ogram, although.limited
to a bout 30 degree-oriented
stu®nts, is also available to attorneys who want .to take just
one class and not take part in an
advanced de~ program.
' 'There are.practitioners out
there who may not want to take
part m a degree program but
may want to p~ue somelliing
more than a CLE course '
Bishop said. "[believe these at-_
torneys may be admitted on a
course-by-course basis. "
' 'The biggest problem facing
the program is the condition of
the library. The LLM program
will reql)ire libracy resources
that the ABA believes may further burden the already overburdened facility.
Two years ago, an ABA inspection team reported that the
WiUiam :Mitchell library was in
violation of several ABA standards regarding law school cerfilicatiori. That report criticized
the lacl! of shelf spac~ and
seating in the library.
"Their main concern was,
'How are you going to add this
program into the whole scheme
of things and not make a bad
situation worse'," Bishop said.
"Our reaction to that question
was that we are solving the problem temporarily by shifting
some space and permanently by
going forward with plans for
renovation and new
construction."
Once the program is certified,
appfieants who are accepted can
expect to pay SO percent mor e
per credit hour than their
undergraduate counterparts.
Goldberg said the program itself
will be self-sustaining and
undergraduate tuition dollars
will not be used for the gra_cluate
program.

Advertising

Negotiate: soft or hard?
By Jill Flaskamp
Professor Neil Hamilton, in
his capacity as the Trust~
Professor oI Administrative
Law arranged a workshop on
negotiation skills .presented by
Professor Roger Fisher of Harvard University on Friday, October 26 at the Minnesota Club.
The workshop was attended by
attorneys from local corporations and many faculty
members from William Mitchell. Professor Fisher is a
coauthor of Getting To Yes: The
Strategy of Suc:ce.s_sful Negotiation, a book on negotiation used
in t he Civil Practice classes at
William Mitchell. Fisher may be
well known to students for that
reason alone. ffe has anmternationalreputationJor his expertise_ His experience in
negotiating was reflected by his
presentation of stories of working with various administrations
in their dealings with the Soviet
Onion, Israe1, Egypt, and Iran.
Fisher also used personal stories
of buying and selling real estate
or cars to illustrate his ideas.
Fisher, when speaking of
negotiation, conveyed the following ideas to his audience:
• One s concern sbould not be
with ending conflict, but rather
on learning how to de;µ with iL
Fisher said that conflict is a
"growth industry." Students of
the law must devise their- own
individual means of successfully

negotiating conflicts_ Opportunities for settling cases or
ciisputes are much more common than opportunities for settling cases or disputes are much
more common than opportunities .to litigate, and should be
viewed as legitimately as the
latter. Too often the emphasis
falls on litigation_
• The negotiator may easily
fall into the soft/hard
dichotomy, thinking that one's
style must be one or the other_
Fisher stressed that both
bargaining positions are deficient over the long nm. The
"soft" negotiator frequently concedes too much in an effort to
?.reserve the relationship. The
'hard" negotiator may win
mor.e concessions in one specific
instance, but sacrifices a sound
working relationship if he continues with that style. Technique
is not everything in a negotia-tion, but it is something lhat ean
be effectively changed.
Therefore, concentration on
technique becomes im_portant.
Fisher emphasized the following I)Oints when negotiating:
clarify interests (view the other
party's interests from.his/her
perspective), invent options,
generate objectively-based
-criteria, formulate realistic
commitments, communi.cate..effectively and build a good_
rela tionsbip.
It is important to develop the
best.a lternative, so a negotiator

is operating from a position of
realism and strength, Fisher
said. Knowledge of the best
alternative to the negotiated
agreement enables one. to more
accurately assess the attractiveness of a par ticular. offer he
said.
Fisher said if agreement is
possible, it is ~ible on m ore
than one J>Oiilt; the parties are
limited only by their creativity.
Ultimate satisfaction comes
from exploring individual and
shared interests and creating.
met.bods of meeting those interests, he said.
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continued from page 1

m the neighborhood, and to in-

crease their caseload at fhe
pace with which they are able to
continue to effectively provide
services to their clients.
While the .Bates decision did
serve to authorize advertising
by lawyers , both the the. ABA
Code of Professional Responsibility and the Model Rules of
Professional Conduct establish
boundaries within which the profession is expected to remain.
As advertising campaigns
beccome incr~ly competitive, however it can be anticipated that future courts will
be faced with tbe problem of
defining those b9undaries.
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Sri Lanka
continued from page 5

work must be briefed and meet
school standards, Ratnayake
said.
Classroom time is almost
strictly lecture time, he added.
"Almost the entire hour is
devoted to lecturing," Ratnayake said, "not question and
answer.''

I-

l

The Socratic method
employed in American schools is
thought provoking and helps
students develop their analytical
thinking, which is essential to
legal practice, Ratnayake noted.
The system, however, does have
its drawbacks, he added.
"There are a lot of the
students who ask questions that
are not relevant, and a lot of
time is wasted."
Even though the process is
thought provoking, "sometimes
I think you end up baffled and
groping in the dark," Ratnayake
commented.
Groping can be beneficial too,
- ·he said, because it teaches
students to think on their own,
"and that's what law school
should do."
The court system in Sri Lanka
is not too unlike a state court
system in the United States. In
Sri Lanka magistrates preside
over the lowest courts, with
district courts, the Supreme
Court and the Court of Appeals
above that.
Until 1972, there was no Court
of Appeals, Gurusinghe noted.
Before that the island's
highest court was a direct appeal from Sri Lanka's Supreme
Court to the Privy Council in
London, England.
One difference in the
American system confusing to
Ratnayake, a criminal defense
lawyer for 10 years, is jurisdiction; "There are many complex
questions here," he said.
. In Sri Lanka jurisdiction is
decided simply by where the
defendent resides; where the
cause of action arose; if land is
involved, where it is located; or
if a contract is involved, where
it was entered into, Ratnayake
said.
In criminal cases, crimes are
grouped as grave crimes
(roughly equivalent to felonies)
and non-grave crimes (similar
to misdemeanors).
Grave crimes merit jury trials
while non-grave crimes do not.
Civil trials never have juries,

ABA visit

but litigants do have the right of
appeal, Ratnayake said.
When a jury is impaneled,
prospective members draw lots
to decide who is selected, he
said.--·-·· Procedurally, American trials
are essentially the same as in
Sri Lanka, Ratnayake said.
Rules of evidence, courtroom
procedure, and the precepts of
criminal law are similar, he
noted.
"I have watched some trials
over here," he said, "and it's
basically the same."
Ratnaya.ke represented a
variety of clients in his 10 years
of practice, he said, including involvement in roughly 65 murder
trials.
One of his most challenging
trials was a complex litigation
involving an ingenious all-island
postal fraud scheme, he said.
The scheme was devised and
coordinated by a gang _of postal
workers-working around the
island.
The gang was not discovered
until the government was
defrauded of thousands or
millions of rupees, Ratnayake
said. One United States dollar is
worth 19 - 20 rupees.
"Out of the 16 charged, 8 of
them in high court, my client
and 3 others got out." Rat-

In Ins posmon, Gurusinghe
carried out many of the duties
American corporate attorneys
perform, he said: advising corporate management on legal
matters, drawing up routine
contracts and negotiating major
contracts.
"These contracts ran into
millions of rupees,'' Gurusinghe
remarll:ed, ~ g ~iall.Y
of the large "Housing ~ P ment Authority projects.
However, Gurusinghe expended the bulk of bis duties in an

area that.has no counterpart in
American corpor.ate law dome$tic inQlliries.
All employees in Sri Lanka, if
dismissed from their jobs, have
the ti_ght- to appeal to the Labor
Tribunal To protect themselves
fr:om litigation, employers
sometimes conduct in-house
preparations to prevent, or at
least prepare for, Labor
Tribunal actions, Gurusinghe
explained.
When there is cause to dismiss
an employee, the employer
prepares a charge sheet detailing charges against the
employee and asking for explanations. Next, the employee
a ~ before a Do.m estic [n.
quiry Tribunal to present his or
her case at an in-house mock
trial.
Persons heading such inquiry
panels are usually retired
judges or officials otherwise
educated and familiar with the
law, Gurusinghe said.
With more than 1;700
employees in the corporations
overseen by Gurusinghe's office,
Gurusinghe and others trained
bybim conducted three to four
domestic inquiries a day, he
said.
The system does not, of
course, solve all -employee problems, Gurusfaghe said: "We

find the workers are so united it
is hard to get evidence out of
them."
But the mere existence of the
system keeps emp]oy~
cautious of viola.ting corporation
policy or performing substandardly, he added.
As for their futures in this
cowrtry, both men plan to .again
practice law qut ~a~ in different areas than they did in Sri
Lanka.
Ratnayake is uncertain as to
which field of law he will pursue, but he mentioned a return
to crim:ina1 defense or maybe a
venture .into torts. Tentatively
be .intends to stay in tlie Umted
States a while, he added.
"Right now 1 feel that maybe
after fen yea.rs I might get back
(to Sri Lanka),' ' Ratnayake
said.

Gurusinghe too is undecided
upon which field of law to enter
in the United States, he said. His
specialty in Sri Lanka was international law, but here he is considering aviation law or immigration and naturalization

law.
Like Ratnayake1 &unisinghe
plans to remainJn this ·c ountry
at least in the near future.
Gurusinghe said, "For the moment, we (he and his family)
have decid~ to stay."
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only a $50 down payment, and receive the following:
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continued from page 6

created by this relocation will be
used for study tables and
storage of Tax Court volumes.
Downs recently completed a
six month feasibility planning
study, which included layout and
construction pla,ns for a
separate library facility. The
plan was submitted to the Board
of Trustees, and Downs stated
that·the Board of Trustees' reaction was positive and
encouraging.
Downs said he feels "the
Board is committed to the construction of the new library
facility. The issues that the
Board is looking at now is when
can we build, and what the
school's needs are."
Goldberg agreed that the
Board is moving forward with
the project and estimate a time
period of three to five years for
completion of the new libr.acy. A·
.fiscal feasibility plan will be
completed in. the next two months, which will give the Board
an approximate cost figure on
which to base furuiraising
plans. The plan will cost between 25 to 30 thousand dollars.
Goldberg emphasized that no
student monies would be used to
finance construction. ·
Goldberg said "We hope
students can help in. the fundraising effor~ and w e s_trongly
encourage anyone interested to
join us."

nayake added. Working outside
the courtroom, Gurusinghe
headed the legal departments of
two public corporations: the
Building Materials Corporation
and the Housing Development
Authority.
These public corporations are
similar structurally to their
American counterparts·, except
that they aim at breaking even
rather than reaping large profits, Gurusi.nghe said.
As Sri Lanka's economy has
traditionally been dependent .
upon agricultural exports (tea,
coconut, rubber) ; currently the
state sponsors much of the
heavy industry and natural
resources .d!Welopment, according to the.Encyclopedia
Britanica.
·

•
•
•
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Specialists
continued from page 7
established de facto specialists

are involved and indications are
that certification may provide a
bright line for courts t<> utilize.ln
determining questions of legal
malpractice. In1~ct, the ~ nesota Supreme Court noted
recenOy that "claims of special
expertise ... ~Y be f~und t~ :tie
material representations givmg
rise to a warranty.of competen~e ... In Be Appert, & fyle,
315 N.W. 2d 204 lMinn. 1981) .

Therefore, young lawyers who
do obtain.specialty certification
may find themselves immediately held to a higher standard of
professionalism, a standard
which may not have attached
absent the label of "certified
specialist.''
The growing tendency of
lawyers to specialize in the law
has brought about the need for
the formal recognition of
specialists. Specialty advertising
must be monitored, consumers
must be able to rely on claims of
specialization, and lawyer competency must b:e ell$ured. The

certification proposals being offered by the MSBA, MTLA and
ACTLM will be heard by the
Minnesota Sqpreme Court on
January 4, 1985. The court has
openly recommended that some
program be developed to deal
with the ever increasing
specialization of the pr_ofession.
The Minnesota Supreme Court
will probably adopt a plan of
certification or appoint a committee to synthesize a plan from
those offered. However, acertification plan will not come
without implications for young
lawye:5.
·
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(:))

~eceP't.ion for J'ustiee Roso1ilie Wahl, spon•ored by MJP.

bpense llccoanta
5/l/14 - ll/9/84
llat1-tac!

PIXED EXPEIISBS:

Yr-to-Date

Eroep•••

Expense•

kcountiAq Pees

$ 2,000.00

Chile! care Cluaic, 1983-.84
Debt iletir-nt:
Locker•
Lounqe Purniture
t.ounve Telepbcne
1.aunve Planta

~,'70.00

Hi•cel.J.aneou3
Officers' llon4 (SBA)
Photocopier

Po•uqe
Student Oirect.ory
'?Uition lfainrs {SBA Officers)
'\

$ 900 .oo

250 •.00

~o1itional Lawyer" s
Guild
Phi Alpha Del ta
Women• s I.av Caucus
!tinnesota Jas~ice

.)

!!!!!2

-o-o-

25. 00
250.00

L.S.O./A.B.A.

ENROLL.IN THE MINNESOTA
Course By
I~ 19 8Y

Spent

900.00
200. 00

Sub-Toa.la 1

$

l,202.24
3,469.29

l,500.• 00
3,400.00
1,200.00
1,575.00
2,000.00
225.00
400.00
100.00
l,000.00
2.500.00

l,680.00(6)
3,340.00
576.42
714. 95
h7.47
251.00
199.28
1,250.00

19,370.00

13,259.84

52.19

-o-

!JISCllllTIONUY EXPENSJ:S:

:

\
*..,,.

..,,.

--~

- 5=.

-.
~

,:=;

=
-

~
~

;::

~

~-§'

....,,.,,,,,,,1., ,~

..................

~

•

~

-.

1,000.00
1,283.00
2·,000.00
5,250.00
2,770.00
7,100.00
125.00
2,000.00

Org&nizatiol\tl
Program coamu. ttae
Opinion: Tuition Waivers
SBA Receptions
Special Alloeations

..
~,,~,,,,,~....-

~~='§~~..

~

Child care Fundraiser, l9U-S5
Env. L. Soc. J.; 1983-84
Int.amura.l Soorts

.:

...~-

~

Sub-Toe.al•, Oiscretiana.ry Ezpense•
-:OTALS, ALL EXPENSl!:S

11111111111

-o-

l,282.84
504. 38 (7)
475.00(8)
62. 7l (9)
3,950.00

-o-

-o-

ll,S28. 00

5,274.93

540,898.00

$19,534.77

NOffS:

11 "''''

DCDrn[JDOL)([)~
JOSEPHSON BAR REVIEW CENTER OF A11E111CA

(61

aalance due on lockers ,. $1,680.00.

(7}

Foo~ll expenses.

~a)

See :!etail sheet !or breakdown.

( 9)

See detail sh.eet !or breskdown.

To be pa.ic! :!ext :.rear.

LOGAN & STYRBICKI
Video - Depositions • Certified Court Reporters • Computer Transcripts
Vern J. Logan
Leo J. Styrbicki
John E. Styrbrcki
Teresa M. Schafer

Bernard A. Lilja
Gerald D. Schissler
Glenn J. Mares
William D. Devahl

Patricia K. Carl
Robert W. Walsh
John A. Dunton
Denae L. Hovland

Julie Durant:"'
Christine E. Melzarek
Brian H. Mattice
Paula Berg

(Deposition Rooms Available in St. Pav/ and Minneapolis)

W-1468 First National Bank Bldg.

(612) 291-1095
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SBA election
By Joseph Bueltel
The confusion over SBA Fee
system started late last.Spring
when the SBA decided to increase its fees. An agreement
with the administration and the
SBA in 1981 stated that the
Board of Trustees must approve
any fee increase. It was at last
spring's meeting tha t the Board
of Trustees, in an a ttempt to
avoid further problems within
the school, asked the SBA to
have an election or r eferendum
to determine if the students supported the fee increase.
rn April of 19al, it was agreed
by the Trustees and the college
that the SBA had the responsibility to raise fees. At this
meeting nothing was said about
an election or referendum for
the student body regarding an
increase of fees.

•

may settle fee issue

The SBA could have increased
the fees without the students'
consent. Under Minnesota
statutes, Chapter 317.25, subdivision3 (1) a nonprofi l corporation, " may levy dues or
assessments, or both, upon its
members. Such assessments or
dues may be imposed upon all
classes of members. "
On April 5, 1984, last year's SBA·
Presiaent, Kevin Shea, requested the.Board of Trustees to
approve a fee hike. The Board
stated it w ould approve the fee
Jlike if the hike was approved by
the students.
Acting Dean Melvin Goldberg
said, "The trustees are sensitive
to raising fees. An election process was needed. The how and
where of administration responsibilities were on the SBA."
I.Joy~ Shr~vheim, a member

oil.he Hoard of Trustees, said
the election on the fee increase
would acknowledge the will of
the students.
Last spring, after the request
to raise the fees, the SBA had
approximately one month to
complete the election process.
Either it was too late in the year
to organize the election or the
SBA did not follow through with
the election.

The election was deferred to

continued from page 3
"If the relationship does not
exist in Minneapolis, what
power or authority does tfie cityhave to regulate that relationship," he said. "Licensing is a
regulation of an activity a:pd a
territorial tie is the very essence
of the city's right or jurisdiction's right to regulate the
activity."

Allen Hyatt, assistant City Attorney for Minneapolis, said
"There is one place that recently adopted a similar provision,
Berkeley California school
board, in regards to their own
employees."

The Domestic Partners
Organizing Committee has
reported that "according to the
1980 census, only one third of the
households in Minneapolis consist of a husband, wife and one
or more children. Of the rest, a
large number are made up of
either lesbian or gay couples or
of unmarried heterosexual
couples. Both of these nontraditonal families can and frequently do also include
children." They share one major
problem: they are the victims of
blatant and systematic
discrimination by private
businesses and public agencies:
For example:
• These couples are not
eligible for the dependent
health insurance coverage
routinely provided to their
married neighbors.
• They can not get the
family memberships at
organizations such as the
YM/YWCA.
• They are refused the
pensions benefits that
their married co-workers
take for granted."
Any eligible couple that files a
statement of qomestic partnership with the city of Minneapolis
is protected, regardless of wbere
they live. This is a grey area in
the proposal.
.Hyatt said, " City licensin~ law
of the city can only have the
power to license an. activity
which occurs in the city of Minneapolis. "

Hyatt said he can' t see any
authority for a city to go outside
of its jurisdiction and license activities that do not occur within
the city limits.

The main obstacle with the
Domestic Partners PropQSal is
the doctrine of state pr~mption
in matters of a b road concern.
In this proposal, the state's interest in regulating marriage
may pre-empt the city's interest
in recognizing and r egistering
dom estic partnersfilps as a protected class. Hyatt said "Asking a municipality to license a
relationship like. this is asking
the munitipaltiy to do.something
which the municipality is not in
the business of doing. Licensing
by a m unicipality applies almost
entirely to business activities."

The fee system issue should be
resolved by November 5 when
election results regarding the increase should be determined.
"At any rate, hopefully there
will be a decision by spring
semester," Mahimey said. "If
not, the fee will be six dollars
and a donation of four dollars
will be asked for."

(DIVISION OF TYPOGRAPHIC ARTS, INC.)
3010 North Second Street
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55411
(612) 588-7506

Hyatt said he thinks the activity that is being licensed is the
"relationship."
Hyatt said he thinks the relationship exists where the two
people have their ties and that is
in their domicile.

The Berkeley Unified School
District package includes dental, bereavement, maternity and
paternity benefits. Negotiations
may begin on hospital benefits.
These benefits are for unmarried partners of heterosexual
and homosexual employees of
the local school district. To
qualify partners must live
, together, not be married to
anyone else, be over 18 years old
and not be related by standards
that would preclude heterosexual marriage.

Nancy Wiltgen Reibert. She said
she felt that law students are
responsible people and should
have known about the fee
system.

jl}ortbtuest
Jrid f nnting (ompahp

Domestic partnership
cumvents the marriage certificate, it does not surplant the
marriage certificate.

this year's SBA and President
John Mahoney. Mahoney placed
a ballot in this year's registration materials. The SBA asked
the students for their op~nion of
the fee hike, requested they pay
the regular s ix dollar fee, and
also pay an additional four
dollars. "The turnout was so
small that it was meaningless, "
said Mahoney. "The notice was
insufficient and the response
meaningless."
An alternative view came
from the SBA Vice-President,

Law Brie./ Printing Specialists
APPROVED PRINTERS OF BRIEFS FOR THE UNITED STATES
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,MORE
STUDENTS THAN EV. .ER
..
BEFORE CHOSE MINNESOTA
BAR REVIEW/BRI, INC.
And for good reasons ...

9. Tuition Freeze - A $50.00 course
deposit freezes your tuition at the
current level, regardless of when you
plan on taking the MBR/BRI course.
The deposit also entitles you to the use
of a set of MBR/BRI outlines, which can
then be traded in for the most current
set wheri you take the review course.

1. Outstanding Lecturers - Our
faculty is made up of bar review
experts and includes some of the top
law professors in the country, such as
John Moye, David Epstein, and
John Nowak.

10. Selected Law Lectures -

Every
area tested on the bar exam is covered
completely, in a concise and
understandable format.
2. Comprehensive Outlines -

Throughout the year, MBR/ BRI offers
videotaped presentations to help you
prepare for final exams. Admission is
free to all MBR/BRI students.

3. Directed Testing Progr'am - Our

multistate and essay testing program
includes weekly practice sessions and
simulated multistate and essay
examinations. The es.c;ay exams are
gi:aded and extensively critiqued for
both substance and style.

11. $2.5.00 Discount on the
Professional Responsibility Review
Course - All MBR/BRI students
receive a .$25.00 discount when signing

4. Mini-Review Program - The three
day Mini-Review program is held at
the end of the regular course. It
includes capsulized multistate outlines
and additional lectures on each
multistate subject for last minute
reinforcement.

12. Early Registration Discount Discounts are available for both winter
.and summer 1985 courses. Sign up
now and save $50.00 off the regular
course tuition!

up for our Professional Responsibility
Review Course.
·

5. Writing Seminars - Our Writing
Program focuses on issue spotting and
exam tq.king techniques and includes
the opportunity for personal
interviews with the graders.
During
our summer course you have the ·
option of attending live evening or
videotaped morning lectures,
whichever you find most convenient.
6. Day or Evening Classes -

7. Excellent Facilities and Convenient
Location - The 1985 MBR/BRI
course will again be held at the
College of St. Thomas, O'Shaughnessy
Educational Center, the same location
we have had for the past 10 years.
Audiotape
lectures on all areas tested on the bar
exain will be available before the
course begins in the College of St.
. Thomas Leaming Center.
8; Early Bird Program -

13. Minneapolis Based Office - Our
'Minneapolis headquarters is open every
business day to serve you. With MBR/BRI,
you will get answers, not recordings.

Now you know why, year after
year, Minnesota Bar Review /BRI,
Inc. is the num~r. one choice for
bar exam preparation.

For more information, contact the following
campus representatives or call our office at 338-1977.
WILLIAM MITCHELL
Sherry Enzler
Lea DeSouza
Sue Smoley
Greg Yaeger
Jane Joseph
Linda Bogut
Stephanie Susens
Caryn Brenner

Minnesota
Bar Review/BAI, Inc.

l\1BR/BR1 ... the leader in bar review.

